Property exposures update
September quarter 2020
The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (‘APRA’) recently released its quarterly property
exposure data for domestic and foreign authorised deposit‑taking institutions (‘ADIs’).
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Navigating a pandemic
A financial system vaccine

Our September quarter update is
released as Australia emerges from
its first recession in almost 30 years.
A record surge in consumption
drove a 3.3% rise in GDP over the
three months to September, after
plunging a record 7.0% in the June
quarter. This positive result occurred
sooner than some expected and, in
conjunction with other key indicators
and vaccine progress, has prompted
hope the recovery may be faster
than what had been forecasted.
Nonetheless, the recovery is likely to be uneven across
industries and demographics. APRA’s capacity to
closely supervise lenders’ capital reserves and portfolio
mixes remains as critical to the financial system during
the recovery as it has been during the depths of the
pandemic.

Vaccinating the financial system
Our two prior publications outlined how APRA’s capital
and credit control initiatives, in concert with other
statutory authorities and government bodies, sought
to buttress Australia’s financial system against a ‘black
swan event’, drawing on lessons from the GFC.
We explored how in recent years, APRA-imposed
regulations caused banking system capital adequacy
ratios to build up to historically high levels, with a view to
that resilience being available to be utilised in times of
crisis. COVID-19 was such a time.

APRA-led initiatives targeting a
stronger, more resilient banking
system implemented over the
past decade have allowed ADIs to
absorb $266 billion in deferred
payments over the pandemic, equal
to over 10% of all lending2.

Source: APRA’s loan repayment deferral data: Shining a light on
credit risk; 2 December 2020.

Among the most significant measures APRA took was
to allow banks and other authorised deposit-taking
institutions, or ‘ADIs’ (such as credit unions or building
societies), to ‘stop the clock’ on the counting of arrears.
With economic growth returning, improvements being
recorded in the labour market and key leading indicators,
it is timely to observe and consider the critical support
banks have provided the economy.

Total loans subject to repayment deferral2

2 APRA Publication: APRA’s loan repayment deferral data: Shining a light on credit risk; 2 December 2020
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Managing commercial property lending risk
Assessing vaccine efficacy

APRA’s housing loan data provides useful insight into the health of the consumer and corporate
sector; key drivers of commercial property performance. The significant reduction in loans
subject to repayment deferral provides comfort that banks can continue to remain viable and
function normally, despite inevitable losses flowing from severe economic shocks.
Deferrals decreasing…

But vigilance required

Temporary loan repayment deferrals have been steadily
decreasing since May. The largest decline occurred in
October, coinciding with the end of the initial six-month
period of deferral offered to many COVID-impacted
borrowers. In October, only 3.3% of all loans were subject
to repayment deferral.

The characteristics of loan repayment deferrals tend to be riskier than loans not in deferral. These risk characteristics
have also changed since April, particularly for housing borrowers, indicating that loans that remain subject to repayment
deferral are of higher risk LVRs than those which have resuming repayments.
A small proportion of housing loans that exited from deferral in October (2.0%) have not resumed repayments and have
been categorised as non-performing.

89.0% of exits from deferral returned to performance,
while 8.0% were extended for a further period.
Housing loans subject to repayment deferral,
share of total housing loans by state
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Managing commercial property lending risk
Reflecting on portfolio risk

The release of 30 September 2020 quarter accounts of reporting real estate owners and managers, along with the
first completed transactions within ‘COVID-normal’ conditions, provide insight into commercial property covenants.
2020 sector risk themes
The September quarter data provided some insight
into the potential speed of recovery. After the effects of
nationwide lockdowns were crystallised in weaker asset
valuations and income profiles in retail, hotel and office
sectors, consumption growth, foot traffic, store and
commercial centre re-openings have tended to surprise
to the upside in the September quarter.
Increasing hope of a rapid recovery, however, should
not diminish the need to remain vigilant of COVID-19
‘legacy risk’. Whilst data can be volatile, APRA reported
commercial property impairments were 25.0% higher
in the September 2020 quarter than 12 months earlier.
While they remain near decade lows, the rise occurred
amid lenders’ ongoing preparedness to defer and adjust
approaches to covenant testing, with pre-COVID-19
circumstances to be used.

In this September 2020 quarter publication, we outline
conditions facing four sectors most acutely exposed to
the impact of COVID-19; three of which, being office,
retail and tourism, to the downside and one, industrial,
that has continued its strong run. These four sectors in
aggregate constitute 75.3% of lenders’ portfolios. There
are several key themes and points of risk across the
sectors that are likely to draw attention from APRA as
the economy’s recovery gathers momentum and postCOVID-19 takes shape.
But weakened asset metrics not
yet reflected in major impairments
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Managing commercial property lending risk
Retail
Whilst a shift in the functionality of retail property has
been emerging for several years, the long-term impacts
of COVID-19 are difficult to infer from APRA’s ADI
exposure data. In the near to medium term, however,
uncertainty around lease structuring and income
security has been crystallised in the form of lower asset
values. Nonetheless, continued government stimulus
and the further easing of restrictions around the country
may yet keep consumer confidence above earlier
forecasts during the critical Christmas period and in
turn, inspire improved investment sentiment towards
the sector.

Industrial
The industrial and logistics market has seen stable
operating conditions when compared to other sectors,
further bolstering investor and tenant demand,
despite ongoing disruption and government forced
closures. Nonetheless, performance has been uneven,
given restrictions imposed on industries such as
manufacturing, whilst online retailing, click and collect
and alternative couriering options, including last mile,
have boosted logistics assets. Super prime yields
compressed by 15bp across all markets in Q3 2020
and we expect the generally very positive sentiment
towards this industry to continue well into the new year
as economic activity picks up across the country. Based
on increased transaction volumes and prime yields
averaging their lowest levels on record, we anticipate
investor demand will continue to consider opportunities
to increase allocations to this sector.
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Australian super prime warehouse rents and yields (as at Q3 2020)
Market/grade

Average net rent
(per sq.m)

Y-oY change
(%)

Average yield
(%)

Y-oY change
(bps)

Average capital
value (per sq.m)

Y-oY change
(%)

Australia

$111

1.8

5.57

-15

$2,034

4.6

Sydney

$138

0.8

4.56

-15

$3,032

4.1

Melbourne

$93

2.1

4.85

-15

$1,920

5.2

Brisbane

$117

0.0

5.35

-15

$2,178

2.8

Perth

$90

0.0

5.60

-15

$1,607

2.7

Canberra

$125

7.8

6.85

-15

$1,825

10.0

Adelaide

$101

0.0

6.18

-15

$1,644

2.5

Source: CBRE Research, Q3 2020 (note: Australia is a simple average)
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Managing commercial property lending risk
Office

Hotel and tourism

•

Office transaction volumes are at the lowest level since 2010. Despite this, and yields
remaining relatively stable, valuations have fallen due to softer leasing assumptions.
Vacancy has risen across all markets, a result of substantial increases in sublease
space which increased 36% in the main CBD markets. The significant increase in
working from home arrangements and the potential impact this will have on the
Office market remains unclear.

•

Significant increases in hotel development over the past two years caused room
supply to surpass room demand in 2019. In addition to supply, occupancy was
decimated by the impacts of COVID-19, hitting rock bottom in April when the nation
went into lockdown. Travel bans and border closures drove occupancy down to 20%.
During this time, 80% of hotel rooms in Australia were either empty or closed entirely.

•

•

Whilst various government stimulus measures are expected to support the office
sector in the medium to long term, we will continue to monitor potential near-term
challenges once existing support such as JobKeeper are removed. We anticipate
further increases to vacancy rates and a softening of yields and valuations in the
short term.

Whilst CBD markets face record low occupancy, a direct result of the complete stop
in business related travel and international visitors, regional tourism has benefited
greatly from the surge in local travellers.

•

Early signs of recovery are evident across the broader hotel market, with the relaxation
of travel restrictions lifting the average hotel occupancy rate to almost 50% in late
September and early October. Although subdued occupancy levels are expected in
2021, foreshadowed government incentives, low interest rates and improved travel
and broader consumer confidence is expected to support the sector’s recovery over
the holiday season.
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Overall exposure to property
Commercial sector
Residential sector
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Overall exposure to property
Commercial

Residental

•

ADIs’ exposures to commercial property grew a solid 5.1% over the 12 months to
September 2020, led by another strong increase in lending to the Industrial property
sector, which grew 14.3%.

•

•

The September data demonstrated the resilience of the Australian financial
system, with ADIs increasing their exposures to sectors most sensitive to lockdown
measures, exposures to the Tourism and Leisure, Retail and Office sectors rose
13.3%, 6.1% and 5.2% respectively over the year to September 2020.

The ability for the financial system to function normally amid a severe shock was
also evidenced by new interest-only residential loans increasing 21.0% over the year
to September 2020, almost double the increase recorded in the year to June and
March 2020 (13.3% and 11.4%). This increase has occurred as overall interest-only
exposures fell 21.0%, potentially reflecting APRA’s tightening of interest-only lending
restrictions in 20173.

•

The proportion of highly leveraged loans (LVR greater than 80%) for the September
2020 quarter increased from the June 2020 quarter (37.2%) to 39.9%. This follows
a period of gradual decreases off the back of lenders’ stronger self-regulation
practices.

Commercial property exposure by sector
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Commercial sector
Aggregate exposure limits
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Aggregate commercial property exposure continues to grow substantially above the
previous peak of March 2009 (now +21.4% above). Exposures increased by 0.5%
over the September 2020 quarter, a slight improvement on the June 2020 quarter
which retracted 0.3%.
While year-on-year growth was resilient, ADIs’ retail exposures slipped a further
0.9% over the September 2020 quarter as structural changes challenge the sector.
Consequently, we do not anticipate a return of sustained robust exposure growth in
the short to medium term.
ADIs lifted their exposure to the industrial sector by a further 2.3% during the
September 2020 quarter, maintaining pre-COVID-19 growth rates recorded in
the previous three quarters. This consistent quarterly increase in loan values led
to a 14.3% year-on-year exposure increase; more than double that for the year to
September 2019 (6.4%). We expect this strong investor demand to be maintained as
sector fundamentals continue to strengthen.
Further growth was recorded in Tourism and Leisure exposure over the September
2020 quarter (5.0%), again corresponding with the scale of recently completed stock
across the country, namely in Sydney and Melbourne. We will continue to monitor
how ADIs’ exposure to this sector changes once new supply is absorbed as domestic
and in-bound tourism slowly returns to long-run levels; the recent announcement of
a two-way Australia-New Zealand bubble in the new year may be the first of several
pre-vaccine arrangements.
Lenders continue to decrease their exposure to Other Residential (apartments
and high-density accommodation), with a further 1.5% drop across the quarter,
contributing to the largest year-on-year fall of all sectors (-6.6%).
Land Developments/Subdivision exposure continues to represent the second
smallest exposure by sector following Tourism and Leisure, but exposures increased
marginally during the September 2020 quarter amid various government stimulus
measures.

Commercial sector exposure
‘Q-on-Q’ (Sep20)
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Residential sector
•

•

•

•

Residential growth continued to taper over the past 12 months amid softer demand.
New residential mortgage lending increased 0.7%. The recent increases, albeit
subdued, may be an indication of borrowers’ general confidence despite some
limited supply during the months hardest hit my COVID-19.
New interest-only loan growth slowed across the September 2020 quarter (5.3%).
However, across the year new-interest loans increased by a sizeable 21.0%. We
expect this may be due to a rise in refinance activity over the last 12 months as
interest rates hit record lows and the COVID-19 recession compelled borrowers to
review their financial positions.
Despite the sizeable increase in new interest-only lending across the year, interestonly loans as a proportion of lenders’ overall residential exposures continued to fall.
Another substantial 22.0% drop in interest-only term loan exposure across the year
to September 2020 is an ongoing reflection of lenders’ preference for principal and
interest loans. This fall corresponds with APRA’s tightening of restrictions in 2017,
which targeted interest-only loan lending – interest only loans typically convert to
principal and interest loans after three to five years.
A significant increase in balances held in offset accounts across the quarter (9.2%)
contributed to a 17.2% increase across the year. It is likely already low interest rates,
coupled with lockdowns, limiting spending and Government stimulus measures
have contributed to this result.

Key insights
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Lender composition
•
•

•

Major Australian banks still dominate the lending market with almost 80% of
commercial and residential loans.
Foreign banks’ share of Australian commercial property loans continues to grow at
a healthy annualised rate of 21.9% with actual exposures now 3.4 times higher than
the post GFC low in March 2013.
Despite increases in impairments year-on-year, numbers in absolute terms remain
low and provisioning appears appropriate for the level of impairments, unlike in the
lead up to and during the GFC. Nonetheless, heightened vigilance over COVID-19
legacy risks and the unwinding of substantial stimulus programs over the next
12 months.

Foreign branch banks’ share of commercial lending
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Notes
APRA Revisions
June Quarter 2020
No institutions resubmitted data to APRA.
The March edition of the Quarterly ADI Property
Exposures publication includes revisions to previously
published statistics, due to better source data becoming
available.
In 2017, APRA announced that Reporting Form ARF
320.8 Housing Finance Reconciliation, (ARF 320.8)
would cease after the September 2019 reporting period
as part of the implementation of the Economic and
Financial Statistics data collection. APRA now source
its residential property exposures and new housing loan
approvals from Reporting Form ARF 223.0 Residential
Mortgage Lending (ARF 223.0). As a result QPEX will
contain more detailed aggregated data on residential
property exposures and new housing loan approvals than
were previously published.
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Further information

KordaMentha Real Estate key contacts

APRA’s ‘Quarterly ADI Property Exposures’ contains
information on ADIs’ commercial property exposures,
residential property exposures and new housing loan
approvals.

Tom Davis

Further information including explanatory notes and an
extended glossary can be found at:
apra.gov.au

Partner | Melbourne
tdavis@kordamentha.com
+61 3 8623 3449

Berrick Wilson

Notes

Partner | Melbourne
bwilson@kordamentha.com
+61 3 8623 3322

Commercial property sectors:

Paul Mirams

•

Development: Land development/subdivisions.

•

Other residential: Excludes loans to individuals or
families, loans to private family companies or trusts
for owner-occupation.

•

Other: All other loans for the acquisition of
commercial property not included in remaining
categories.

Partner | Sydney
pmirams@kordamentha.com
+61 2 8257 3067

Brad Bennett
Partner | Brisbane
bbennett@kordamentha.com
+61 7 3338 0242

Commercial property exposure limits:

Sam Woods

•

The aggregate of all claims, commitments and
contingent liabilities arising from on and off balance
sheet transactions with the lender counterparty,
i.e. includes outstanding balances and undrawn
commitments.

Executive Director | Perth
swoods@kordamentha.com
+61 8 9220 9306

•

Commercial property exposures include offshore
interests, which represent ~15% (i.e. 85% of loans
against Australian assets).
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Contacts
We are an advisory and
investment firm that helps
clients to grow, protect and
recover value.

Melbourne

Sydney

Brisbane

Rialto South Tower
Level 31, 525 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

Chifley Tower
Level 5, 2 Chifley Square
Sydney NSW 2000

Level 14
12 Creek Street
Brisbane QLD 4000

Tel: +61 3 8623 3333

Tel: +61 2 8257 3000

Tel: +61 7 3338 0222

info@kordamentha.com

info@kordamentha.com

info@kordamentha.com

We have a team of almost 400 specialists
across Asia-Pacific with diverse backgrounds –
in finance and real estate through to agriculture,
law enforcement and the c-suite. Specialists who
work together to solve the complex challenges
facing corporations, financiers, lawyers, private
investors and government.

Townsville

Gold Coast

Perth

Level 6
75 Denham Street
Townsville QLD 4810

S225 Oracle South
Level 2, 17 Elizabeth Avenue
Broadbeach QLD 4218

Level 10
40 St Georges Terrace
Perth WA 6000

Tel: +61 7 4724 9888

Tel: +61 7 3338 0230

Tel: +61 8 9220 9333

info@kordamentha.com

info@kordamentha.com

info@kordamentha.com

Since 2002, our experts in forensics, real estate,
consulting and restructuring have been entrusted
with the region’s most sensitive commercial
matters. On each occasion, they have responded
with a bold, impactful solution that delivered the
best possible result for all stakeholders.

Singapore

Jakarta

16 Collyer Quay
#30-01
Singapore 049318

Level 18
World Trade Centre II
Jalan Jend.
Sudirman Kav 29-31
Jakarta 12920 Indonesia

Tel: +65 6593 9333
sing.info@kordamentha.com

Tel: +62 21 3972 7000
info@kordamentha.com

kordamentha.com
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This publication, and the information contained therein, is prepared by KordaMentha Partners and staff. It is of a general
nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. It does not constitute advice,
legal or otherwise, and should not be relied on as such. Professional advice should be sought prior to actions being taken
on any of the information. The authors note that much of the material presented was originally prepared by others and this
publication provides a summary of that material and the personal opinions of the authors.
Limited liability under a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation.

